Five Week Session One

PHIL 1050      INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
001 (11952)    CRE 3.0               INET
100% online. No on-site meetings. May require set times to participate online as noted.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO Enroll IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
201 (11953)    CRE 3.0               INET
100% online. No on-site meetings. May require set times to participate online as noted.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PHIL 1400      CONTEMP MORAL ISSUE
001 (12615)    CRE 3.0               REMOTE DLV
Course offered remote. No on-site meetings. There may be set times for online participation. See details for further information.

PHIL 2050      INTRO TO LOGIC
001 (6542)     CRE 3.0               REMOTE DLV
002 (10885)    CRE 3.0               REMOTE DLV
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PHIL 2600      ETHICS IN SCIENCE
020 (10620)    CRE 3.0               INET
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO Enroll IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
026 (10621)    CRE 3.0               INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PHIL 3100      AESTHETICS
001 (11954)    CRE 3.0               REMOTE DLV
Course offered remote. No on-site meetings. There may be set times for online participation. See details for further information.

Five Week Session Two

PHIL 1050      INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
001 (6688)     CRE 3.0               INET
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO Enroll IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
INETCRE 3.0005 (10622)
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PHIL 2500  ENVIRON ISSUES

005 (10622) CRE 3.0 INET
100% online. No on-site meetings. May require set times to participate online as noted.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

201 (11956) CRE 3.0 INET
100% online. No on-site meetings. May require set times to participate online as noted.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PHIL 3400  ETHICAL THEORY

001 (11957) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV
Course offered remote. No on-site meetings. There may be set times for online participation. See details for further information.